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To celebrate her Criterion Collection release and the publication of her retrospective monograph, 
artist, writer and filmmaker Miranda July will be joined by TANK’s Caroline Issa on Monday 27 April 
for an Instagram Live conversation and Q&A, hosted by Artangel. 
 
Miranda July will be opening up about past and recent projects, including the forthcoming release of 
her feature film KAJILLIONAIRE, released in the US on 19 June, and her self-titled retrospective 
monograph published by Prestel. 
 
The event also marks the Criterion Collection release of the anniversary edition of July’s first feature 
film ME AND YOU AND EVERYONE WE KNOW. The collection includes other short films, including the 
new film Open to the World, which follows the creation of July’s 2017 commission for Artangel, an 
interfaith charity shop at Selfridges department store.The event also marks the Criterion Collection 
release of her film work, including the new short film Open to the World following the creation of 
her 2017 Artangel commission, an interfaith charity shop at Selfridges department store. 
 
Viewers can join the event live from 7pm BST Monday 27 April via Artangel and TANK’s Instagram 
channels. For more information visit artangel.org.uk 
 
The conversation is part of a new programme of digital content and initiatives by Artangel to open 
up and encourage creativity during lockdown. The programme will revisit Artangel’s archive 
exploring projects that are particularly pertinent today. Artangel worked with Miranda July in 2017 
on her first major UK commission – an interfaith charity shop open to the public on the third floor of 
Selfridges. The shop was run and staffed jointly by four religious charities chosen by Miranda July: 
Islamic Relief, Jewish charity Norwood, London Buddhist Centre and Spitalfields Crypt Trust. The 
themes enacted via the interfaith charity drew on collaboration and community, solidarity and 
shared resources towards a common goal - concepts that have become ever more familiar and vital 
for communities around the world amid the Covid outbreak and containment.  
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About Artangel 

Artangel produces and presents extraordinary art in unexpected places in London, the UK and 
beyond. For over 30 years Artangel has generated some of the most talked-about art of recent 
times, including projects with Jeremy Deller, PJ Harvey, Roger Hiorns, Michael Landy, Steve 
McQueen, Taryn Simon and Rachel Whiteread. Appearing anywhere from empty prisons to 
underground vaults, from daytime TV to the sky at night, Artangel produces art that surprises and 
inspires and wouldn’t be possible within the confines of a gallery. Artangel is generously supported 
by Arts Council England and the private patronage of Artangel International Circle, Special Angels, 
Guardian Angels, and The Company of Angels. Visit artangel.org.uk. 
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